
Speech and Language Group May 11th 2020: 

Girls, I hope you had a good week and are helping the adults at home. I hope you have enjoyed the 

nice weather too!  Are you ready for some talking? 

1. Have a conversation about... 

foods you dislike the most. 

your favourite café or restaurant and why you like it. 

who are better cooks, men or women. 

your favourite dish/food and how it is prepared or cooked. 

2. Brain Storming. 

Name as many things in one or two minutes.  

 

 Items that last a long time 

 Words that rhyme with a given word e.g. sun, bun, fun  

 Words that begin or end with given sounds, prefixes, suffixes e.g. st.. .un.. .ish 

 Items in a given category e.g. fruits, vegetables, flowers, song titles, t.v. shows  

 Things people do in cold weather 

 Things you would see on a farm  

 Things in which people can travel 

 Things that make loud noises 

 Things that are usually coloured red  

 Items that wear our quickly 

 

3. Describing similarities and differences between objects. 

 

1. chair, stool 

 2. cat, elephant  

3. river, lake 

 4. rollerblades, skateboard 

 5. shoe, boot  

6. car, lorry 

 7. eyebrow, eyelash 

 8. light, torch  

9. swan, goose 

 10. shoe, sock  

 

 

 

 



4. Giving and following step by step directions for a task. 

 Give robot instructions for ...........  

  

  Putting on a CD 

  Taping a TV programme  

  Reading a book 

  Brushing the floor 

  Putting dishes in the press  

 Making a bed  

 Cleaning your teeth  

 Washing the windows 

  Opening the door  

 Putting on a light switch 

 

5. Creating sentences of increasing length using words beginning with same sound.  

 

 Sally saw my sister / Sally saw my sister Susie etc  

 Andy ate  

 Billy bought  

 Ciara carried 

 Denise drank 

 Eddie enjoyed  

 Frankie flew  

 Gary grasped  

 Henry hid  

 Ian invited  

 

6. What can it do? 

Pick 1 of the words below. Can you think of 5 things that it can do or that can be done with it? 

For example “tree”: climb, chop, grow, fall down and absorb carbon dioxide. 

 Apple 

 Baby 

 Ball 

 Bread 

 Chalk 

 Giraffe 

 Leaf 

 Lion 

 Lollipop stick 

 Paper 



 

7. Aisling is an acrobat in Australia. 

 

Select a letter of the alphabet. Then pick a name, a job/profession and a place that all begin with 

the same letter. 

For example: Aisling is an acrobat in Australia. 

                        Ella is an engineer in England. 

 

Enjoy and I hope to see you all soon! 


